Meta-analysis of functional expression and mutational analysis of c-Met in various cancers.
Comprehensive genomic profiling is expected to revolutionize cancer therapy. c-Met signaling is responsible for tumorigenesis in various cancers. In this prospective, we present the prevalence of c-Met mutations and copy number alterations across various solid tumors. We used major databases like cBioportal, PubMed, and COSMIC for c-Met mutation and amplification data collection from various cancers. Our result shows complete details about c-Met mutation and its clinical data of various cancers. Hotspot mutation of human c-Met protein reveals that repeatedly and most mutated regions and these hotspots may be a diagnostic tool for cancer confirmation. Amino acid and nucleotide changes and their prevalence were reported in a number of individual cancers. However, we collectively present the amino acid and nucleotide changes in various cancers in this review. Our collection of data for c-Met mutation and its distribution in different cancer tissue is showing that the missense mutation is the major one in all type of cancers. Copy number variation data showing amplification and deletion of human c-Met from various tumor types, lung and central nervous system tumors showing high amplification comparatively other types.